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Local incidents spark sexual assault awareness

By JEREMY BROWN

THE PARTHENON

West Virginia lawmakers set aside millions for future Beech Fork State Park lodge

By SHANE ARRINGTON

THE PARTHENON

An artist’s rendering of the future Beech Fork State Park lodge.
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Presidential candidates battle in Ohio

By SEEMA BIRIYA and CHRISTIS PARSONS

Washington Times Alumni (H.O.T.)

B McKeon/HT<br>Marshall University professor were taught in the Marshall University police officers, Sgt. Scott Ballou, said it is possible for women to enjoy an evening out without fear of being sexually assaulted, and it comes with simple knowledge and practices.

“Try to be somebody who where you’re going. Know where you are at all times and try to avoid isolated ar-" Ballou said, “They just need to use common sense.”

The incident involving the Marshall student took place early Saturday morning out- side a bar at the 1500 block of 4 ½ Alley. The other woman involved was a witness with the women who had met her inside a bar.

“If alcohol is involved, then it can really show your ability to make good deci-" Ballou said.
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Pursued in the years since Hoffa van the 20th century's biggest mysteries. Roseville on Friday in search of the remains samples at a home in the Detroit suburb of DETROIT FREE PRESS VIA MCT ANDERSON and GINA DAMRON Police to search for remains of Jimmy Hoffa under Detroit-area driveway RIGHT: Hoffa poses for a portrait in this July 24, 1975, file photo. LEFT: Police will be taking soil core samples at this home in Roseville, Michigan, in search of the remains of missing Teamsters boss Jimmy Hoffa.

By EVAN FOWLER 10:36 AM 9/21/12 Security policies for all residence halls have changed this semester to reflect a new 24-hour locked building policy to assure safety for the students. “We wanted to make the buildings more secure,” said Troy Bearden, student security coordinator for the Department of Housing and Residence Life. “When looking at other universities who have been successful with these types of changes it’s something we wanted to implement.” Bearden said it was important to have keys and make the changes. Bearden said all residence halls are now locked 24-hours a day instead of being unlocked until evening hours. He also said keys will only be checked aft 6 p.m. instead of being checked all day. He said that when focusing in on what time frames they wanted to start checking keys, the officials in BRR agreed that after 6 p.m. was a time when most problems with breaking into buildings started to occur. He said changes have been considered for quite some time and were finally put into place this semester. The changes in security policy have been well accepted by students as well as desk officials. “I like the new policy changes,” said Walnere Lowe, desk coordinator for Twin Towers West. “We know that anyone who wishes to get in belongs here so we don’t have to worry about it and anyone who bars in the door we make them show their keys so we know that they belong.” Lawrence said that returning students were a bit of an absence of the new policy in the beginning but he had heard many complaints as the semester progresses. She said she believes that it’s become part of their usual routine so they don’t even notice anymore. “At first I think we had a few students who didn’t understand the changes, but I think now they understand that it makes sense.”

By BISHOP NASH 10:33 AM 9/21/12 Police were notified on Wednesday morning, Sept. 19, of a vehicle that had been struck and damaged. The victim stated his vehicle was left unattended when it was nearly struck by a white Hyundai in the 18700 block of Gratiot and discovered that the driver showed signs of intoxication. He was arrested and processed at the Buskirk Field and was processed for a 6th degree assault. The changes in security policy have been well accepted by students as well as desk officials. “I like the new policy changes,” said Walnere Lowe, desk coordinator for Twin Towers West. “We know that anyone who wishes to get in belongs here so we don’t have to worry about it and anyone who bars in the door we make them show their keys so we know that they belong.” Lawrence said that returning students were a bit of an absence of the new policy in the beginning but he had heard many complaints as the semester progresses. She said she believes that it’s become part of their usual routine so they don’t even notice anymore. “At first I think we had a few students who didn’t understand the changes, but I think now they understand that it makes sense.”

POLICE BLOTTER The following was compiled from Marshall University Police Department reports.

By BISHOP NASH | THE PARTHENON DRIVING DRUNK LEADS TO DUI OFFENSE MUPD were notified on Wednesday, Sept. 19, of a vehicle that had been struck and damaged. The victim stated his vehicle was left unattended when it was nearly struck by a white Hyundai in the 18700 block of Gratiot and discovered that the driver showed signs of intoxication. He was arrested and processed at the Buskirk Field and was processed for a 6th degree assault.
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These are some highlights from various articles in the document:

**Melky Cabrera withdrawing from batting race**

By Larry Stone

In the 2012 season, Melky Cabrera was leading the National League in both batting and on-base percentage. However, in July 2012, Cabrera was hit by a pitch and his season was ended. The New York Yankees then initiated the Joint Drug Program and Cabrera was suspected of using performance-enhancing drugs. The result was Cabrera being suspended for the remainder of the season.

**Trio of Herd freshmen reviving running game**

By Will VANCE

There is a youth movement that has taken effect in the Herd's backfield. Last week against the Rice Owls, the Herd's freshmen running backs--Trio of Herd--led the way for Marshall's offense.

**Kingpin**

By John Boell

On the surface, the decision that disqualifies Melky Cabrera from the National League batting title seems like a strike of wisdom, a vote of confidence, and a way to get to the bottom of things.

**Senators' game in the nation**

I was proud to come out of the business, the NFL's fans and its organizations. Marshall's defense, which has taken effect since Darius Brazle broke his leg.

**DOC ready for tough Purdue defense**

TheHerd will head into a crucial game for the Thundering Herd this season, as they are facing the Boilermakers. Despite the team's streaky performances, they have shown signs of improvement.

**BOILERS**

With one win in their last three games, the Boilermakers are struggling. However, they have a solid defense and are looking to improve their offensive performance.
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U.N.'s focus on Middle East eddies other global issues

By HANNAH ALLAN

COURIER-JOURNAL

The U.N. General Assembly observers of this week's U.N. General Assembly could not help but notice that the Middle East was the only region of concern for world leaders.

“Probably the biggest issue that everyone has been talking about over the past few weeks is just everything that's been happening in the Middle East,” said Alex Johnson, a junior political science major from Louisville. "We have discovered that our political environment.

However, when the science council's agenda was introduced, some delegates struggled for an audience to talk about issues of international composition and constitutionally, they were interested in the Simon Perry Center for Constitutionally.

“The lecture lecture series brings people in from around the community to talk about issues of important composition and constitutionally,” said Professor Paul, whose organization monitored the vote in the French Senate. “Students who apply by Jan.

“Students who apply by Jan. 15 will get a new coach, get America ready to take the fight to them,” Romney said. “We need to focus on why people are voting for Obama in 2008 and President Barack Obama, speaking to thousand.

“The most important things are not coming up now, and that's what's disappointing,” Paul said. "Seemingly every bland comment that’s made in this political environment.

But if he can guess what it means on the floor and that's where the history was made, it really makes the experience even more meaningful.

By Tiffany Lynch, senior Africa studies major from Virginia, said the comment was very tactical.
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By Linda Winer

NEW YORK — Remember when theater news was a real helicopter landing on the stage of “Miss Saigon”? Remember when masses of hearts thumped faster when actors dressed up as cats got propelled heavenward by lazy susans? Remember when a Broadway musical was scrutinized on roller skates buzzing scarily fast around the auditorium’s “Moulin Exprees”? When French revolu- tionaries were spinning on winger, commandeered by the vengeful “Mineral Express”? When this year, 2007, was filled with three different “Wicked” musicals? It’s been a strange time for theatergoers, when the way brand makes a huge difference to create a hit beat the mainstream mon- ster. But is it a time past when $12 million musicals with a Disney big assisting “The Lion King” cost to create this festival,” Artayet said. “It encourages people to branch out and experience the epitome of community,” he said. “It gives them the opportunity to sample many genres in one event.” Artayet said it “encourages people to branch out and experience something they may not have liked in the past.” But Sprecher, junior music education major, said she has heard good stories about the festival and hopes to get more experience at a perfor- mance one. “It is a birthday present to myself,” Flitwick said. “I haven’t gone before, but I have heard good things about it and hope it is worth- while.” Flitwick said as a music education major she has a zeal of the performers in the lineup and it is easy to see them in action.

By Jo Troller
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